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Background
The RC3233x series are integrated processors based on the RC32300 CPU core. They incorporate a

high-performance, low cost 32-bit CPU core with functionality common to a large number of embedded
applications.

This application note describes the initial programming of the Serial EEPROM when the RC3233x
devices are configured to boot from the Serial EEPROM in Satellite mode. Additional information and
example code pertaining to the PCI Satellite Mode can be found in IDT’s Application Note AN-08 and the
RC3233x User Reference Manual.

RC3233x
The RC3233x PCI bus interface can operate in either a Host mode or a Satellite mode, with the Satellite

mode being able to boot from the Memory Controller or the PCI Serial EEPROM. When booting from the
Serial EEPROM, the RC3233x loads its PCI Configuration registers with values stored in the Serial
EEPROM. After its Bus Master Enable bit is set to a one, the RC3233x will access the external device at
PCI address 0x0FC0 0000 to obtain its bootstrap code. The Serial EEPROM memory mapping is described
in Table 12.3 of the 79RC3233x User Reference Manual.

The first time the RC3233x boots from the Serial EEPROM (in Satellite mode), it will read random infor-
mation from the Serial EEPROM, since the Serial EEPROM has not yet been loaded with the desired
register values. Thus, the RC3233x Configuration registers will not contain valid register values and this
may cause unpredictable behavior. 

There are two methods that can be used to load the Serial EEPROM with valid register values. Upon
loading the Serial EEPROM, the RC3233x can be reset, which will enable the device to properly load its
PCI Configuration registers from the Serial EEPROM with valid values.

Normal Satellite Mode Boot Initialization Sequence
The normal Satellite boot initialization sequence from the PCI Serial EEPROM assumes the Serial

EEPROM has been preloaded with the desired PCI Configuration register values, which excludes the first
time boot initialization. Refer to Figure 1 which illustrates a typical RC3233x system application block
diagram. 

The initialization steps are as follows:
1. Power is applied to the system.
2. The RC3233x PCI Bridge loads its PCI Configuration registers with the pre-loaded register contents

contained in the Serial EEPROM.
3. The PCI Host device detects and appropriately configures all the devices connected to the PCI inter-

face. Configuration is based on the value of the Device ID field of each devices PCI Configuration register.
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 4. The PCI Host writes a one to the Bus Master Enable bit of the RC3233x.
5. The RC3233x CPU issues an instruction fetch cycle across the PCI interface to the external device

with PCI address 0x0FC0 0000 to obtain its bootstrap code.
6. System initialization is complete.

Method 1
Method 1 uses a PCI Host device to directly write the register values to the Serial EEPROM the first time

the system is initialized. Refer to Figure 1 which illustrates a typical RC3233x system application block
diagram. 

Method 1 initialization sequence for the first time boot from the Serial EEPROM in Satellite mode is as
follows:

1. Power is applied to the system.
2. The RC3233x PCI Bridge loads its PCI Configuration registers with the contents of the Serial

EEPROM, which at this time are not valid register values. Once the PCI Bridge completes the loading of its
PCI Configuration registers, the RC3233x CPU will try and access its bootstrap code residing in the
external device at PCI address 0x0FC0 0000. However, it will be denied access to the PCI interface until
the Bus Master Enable bit of the PCI Command register is set to a one by the PCI Host device. 

3. The PCI Host device detects and appropriately configures all the devices connected to the PCI inter-
face. Configuration of each device is normally based on the value of the Device ID field of its PCI Configu-
ration register. However, the RC3233x must be detected by the PCI slot it resides in since its Device ID field
contains a random value.

4. The PCI Host writes a dummy instruction routine, for the CPU, in the external device at PCI address
0x0FC0 0000. The dummy instruction routine instructs the CPU to go into a dead lock state. The dead lock
state can be accomplished using the Jump command, which would put the CPU in an endless loop routine.

5. The PCI Host device writes to the Bus Master Enable bit of the RC3233x allowing the CPU to fetch
the dummy instruction routine that it has loaded in the external device at PCI address 0x0FC0 0000.

6. Once the CPU is in the dead lock state the PCI Host writes the desired valid register values to the
EEPROM via the appropriate PIO registers associated with the Serial Peripheral Interface. A detailed
description of this code can be found in IDT Application Note AN-08.

7. The PCI Host clears the dummy instruction routine from the external device at PCI address 0x0FC0
0000 and replaces it with the actual RC3233x bootstrap code.

8. The RC3233x is issued a hard reset so the PCI Bridge will read the desired register values contained
in the Serial EEPROM and load the values into its PCI Configuration registers. This can be accomplished
either by resetting the entire system, or by issuing a hard reset to the RC3233x.

9. The RC3233x PCI Bridge loads its PCI Configuration registers with the contents contained in the
Serial EEPROM.

10. The PCI Host device detects and configures all the devices connected to the PCI interface. Configu-
ration is based on the Device ID field of each devices PCI Configuration register.

11. The PCI Host writes a one to the Bus Master Enable bit of the RC3233x.
12. The RC3233x CPU issues an instruction fetch cycle across the PCI interface to the external device

at PCI address 0x0FC0 0000 to obtain its bootstrap code.
13. System initialization is complete.

Method 2
Method 2 uses a PCI Host device to instruct the CPU to load the Serial EEPROM with the desired valid

register values the first time the system is initialized. Refer to Figure 1 which illustrates a typical RC3233x
system application block diagram.
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 Method 2 initialization sequence for the first time boot from the Serial EEPROM in Satellite mode is as
follows:

1. Power is applied to the system.
2. The RC3233x PCI Bridge loads its PCI Configuration registers with the contents of the Serial

EEPROM which at this time are not valid register values.
3. The PCI Host device detects and appropriately configures all the devices connected to the PCI inter-

face. Configuration of each device is normally based on the value of the Device ID field of its PCI Configu-
ration register. However, the RC3233x must be detected by the PCI slot it resides in since its Device ID field
contains a random value.

4. The PCI Host loads a dummy instruction routine for the CPU into the external device at PCI address
0x0FC0 0000. The dummy instruction routine instructs the CPU to load the desired register values in the
Serial EEPROM and then go into a dead lock state.

5. The PCI Host device writes to the Bus Master Enable bit of the RC3233x allowing the CPU to fetch
the dummy instruction routine residing at PCI address 0x0FC0 0000.

6. The CPU fetches the dummy instruction routine and loads the Serial EEPROM with the desired
register values. Once the Serial EEPROM is loaded the CPU goes into a dead lock state.

8. Once the CPU goes into the dead lock state, the PCI Host clears the dummy instruction routine from
the external device at PCI address 0x0FC0 0000 and replaces it with the actual RC3233x bootstrap code.

9. The RC3233x is issued a hard reset so the PCI Bridge will read the desired register values contained
in the Serial EEPROM and load the values into its PCI Configuration registers. This can be accomplished
either by resetting the entire system or by issuing a hard reset to the RC3233x.

10. The RC3233x PCI Bridge loads its PCI Configuration registers with the contents contained in the
Serial EEPROM.

11. The PCI Host device detects and configures all the devices connected to the PCI interface. Configu-
ration is based on the Device ID field of each devices PCI Configuration register.

12. The PCI Host writes a one to the Bus Master Enable bit of the RC3233x.
13. The RC3233x CPU issues an instruction fetch cycle across the PCI interface to the external device

at PCI address 0x0FC0 0000 to obtain its bootstrap code.
14. System initialization is complete.
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Figure 1  Typical RC32334 System Application

Conclusion
Booting the RC3233x in satellite mode from the Serial EEPROM for the first time is easily accomplished

using one of two methods: 
Method 1 — the PCI Host device directly writes the RC3233x PCI Configuration register values to the

Serial EEPROM
Method 2 — the PCI Host instructs the RC3233x CPU to load the correct PCI Configuration register

values.
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